Name of Form:
Registration Omissions List.

Section Reference:
Section 63.006, Texas Election Code.

Purpose:
To document voters who voted with a certificate who were not on the list (but who had required documentation); to advise the registrar of these omissions for further review by the registrar.

Number of Copies Required:
One per precinct, additional complete list of all precincts for early voting.

Completed by:
Election official at polling place.

Filing Date:
Completed during each election; filed with voter registrar.

Filed with:
Return to Voter Registrar in Envelope No. 4 at same time other election records are delivered.

Comments:
This form is not the “registration correction list” (Section 18.003) which is used by the presiding judge to make changes and corrections to the list of registered voters and supplemental list prior to the opening of the polls.

“Required documentation” refers to acceptable voter ID. or documentation showing an acceptable exemption. A voter without this documentation will vote provisionally (unless the voter chooses to return later with documentation).

Prior law at Section 63.007 (Voter Not on List, Incorrect Certificate) is now (with minor revisions) one of two procedures in Section 63.006.

Prior law at Section 63.009 (Voter Not on List, No Certificate) is no longer applicable; this voter will vote provisionally.

Version:
Current form is dated 9/2023*.
*Previous form dated 08/13 may still be used.